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Rendering, in the context of computer graphics, refers to the process of generating an image
from a 2D or 3D model using computer programs. This can result in photorealistic or non-
photorealistic images. When we talk about rendering in the context of web browsers, we
often refer to the rendering engine, which is responsible for displaying the content of a
website on the user’s screen.

A rendering engine, sometimes called a browser engine, plays a crucial role in rendering web
pages. It handles the layout of the website, paints visuals, and manages animations.
Essentially, it ensures that the elements on a webpage are displayed correctly on the user’s
screen, providing the intended visual experience.

When we surf the web, several steps occur:

Entering URL: We type a URL into the browser’s address bar.1.
Parsing URL: The browser parses the URL to extract information like the protocol, host,2.
port, and path, forming an HTTP request.
DNS Lookup: The browser translates the human-readable host into an IP address3.
through a DNS lookup.
Opening a Socket: A socket is opened from the user’s computer to the IP address and4.
specified port.
Sending HTTP Request: The browser sends an HTTP request to the host.5.
Server Processing: The server processes the request, launches the necessary plugins,6.
and prepares an HTTP response.
Receiving Response: The browser receives the response, parses the HTML, and builds7.
a DOM tree.
Fetching Resources: Additional requests are made for resources (images, stylesheets,8.
JavaScript files) mentioned in the HTML.
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Stylesheet and JavaScript Processing: Stylesheets are parsed, and JavaScript is9.
executed, updating the DOM.
Rendering the Page: The browser renders the page on the screen based on the DOM10.
tree and style information.
Page Display: Finally, the user sees the rendered page on their screen.11.

Major web browsers use different rendering engines:

Blink: Used in Google Chrome and Opera.1.
WebKit: Used in Safari.2.
Gecko: Used in Mozilla Firefox.3.
Trident: Used in older versions of Internet Explorer.4.
EdgeHTML: Used in older versions of Microsoft Edge.5.
Presto: A legacy rendering engine for the Opera browser.6.
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Explain the digital signatures.89.
Describe the steps used in creating digital signature.90.
Write a short note on Message Digest (MD) hash function.91.
What are the properties and requirements for a digital signature ?92.
Explain the variants of digital signatures.93.
What is hash function ? Discuss SHA-512 with all required steps, round function and94.
block diagram.
What are the characteristics of SHA function ?95.
Discuss public key distribution. Describe the various schemes used for public key96.
distribution.
Discuss X.509 certificates in detail. What is the role ofX.509 certificates in97.
cryptography ?
Discuss X.509 digital certificate format.98.
What do you mean by PGP ? Discuss its application.99.
Discuss the steps that are followed for the transmission and reception of PGP100.
messages.
Explain real world protocols.101.
List the basic terminology used in cryptography.102.
Discuss the functionality of S/MIME.103.
What is email security ?104.
What is an email certificate ?105.
What is Transport Layer Security (TLS) ?106.
What are the components of TLS ? Explain the working of TLS.107.
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Discuss components of IP Security.112.
Explain the working of IP Security.113.
Describe briefly Domain Name Server (DNS).114.
How DNS security works ?115.
Explain the DNS security threats.116.
Discuss measures against DNS attacks.117.
Explain SSL encryption. What are the steps involved inSSL server authentication ?118.
What is DES ? Why were double and triple DES created and what are they ?119.
Write short note on secret key cryptography. Also list its advantages, disadvantages120.
and examples.
Define internet infrastructure. What are different internet infrastructures ?121.
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of in TCP/IP model.122.
Give a short summary of IP protocol functions.123.
Define routing protocols.124.
What are the types of routing protocols ?125.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different routing protocols.126.
What do you mean by DNS ? Explain DNS rebinding attack.127.
How DNS rebinding work ?128.
Discuss the features of DNS rebinding attack.129.
How can we prevent DNS rebinding attack ?130.
Explain key management protocol131.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of key management protocol ?132.
What are the security and operational requirements forkey management protocol ?133.
Write a short note on VPN and tunnel mode.134.
Discuss link layer connection in TCP/IP model.135.
Write short note on firewall.136.
What is packet filtering firewall ? Explain its advantage and disadvantage.137.
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Write short note on telnet.138.
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Write short note on proxy firewall.140.
Write short note on intrusion detection.141.
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